Vinyl Runner Matting
◗
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Oil, Grease and Chemical Resistant
Single Piece Roll Guarantee
Custom colors, gauges, widths and lengths are available
Meets the requirements of FMVSS 302

C O R R U G AT E D

Corrugated vinyl runner is designed with an angular tooth top pattern and a textured back. Protects floors,
reduces slips and falls and provides a silencing effect.
◗ ¹⁄8" Corrugated vinyl runner is available in black and brown.
◗ ¹⁄8" Corrugated vinyl runner is also available with a smooth back for better adhesion in OEM applications.
◗ ¼" Corrugated vinyl runner withstands abuse in extremely high traffic areas.
◗ 3/16" Corrugated vinyl runner available in orange or blue.

ROUND RIB

Round Rib vinyl runner is comfortable and easy to clean. Semi-circular ribs are spaced far apart to allow for
easy sweeping and mopping. The ribbing runs lengthwise and has a textured back.
◗ ¹⁄8" Round Rib vinyl runner is available in black, brown, gray, white, terra cotta or green.
◗ ¼" Round Rib vinyl runner is designed to withstand the abuse of extremely high traffic
including recreational areas.

W I D E F L AT R I B

Wide Flat Rib vinyl runner is designed for heavy-duty applications. It allows for sure-footedness, easy
cleaning and acts as a scraper to trap debris and water.

RIPPLE

The Ripple vinyl runner has a non-directional textured finish, with an attractive, easy-to-clean design.
Easily customized, this versatile runner is durable and abrasive resistant. It has a smooth backing and
is designed for limitless OEM applications.

PYRAMID

This vinyl runner is a non-directional Pyramid pattern with exceptional slip resistance. The top pattern is
a continuous pyramid design that assures safer foot traffic.
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Vinyl Runner Matting

CONTINUED

D I A M O N D P L AT E

With its high profile diamond embossed top surface, our Diamond Plate vinyl runner yields exceptional traction
from any direction. The surface sweeps clean easily and will accommodate rolling carts.
◗ Available in black and gray.
◗ Yellow longitudinal borders are available that designate safe walkways.

NICKEL TILE

◗  Nickel design with 1/8" thickness
◗  Available in black

DOME TOP

Runner with a dome top surface for ergonomic comfort and durability with 3/16" thickness.
◗  Available in black, gray, or yellow/black border

TILE TOP RUNNER

Smooth 3/32" marbleized surface available in multiple colors,
which includes Black/White, Charcoal, Gray and Blue.

KLEAR CARPET PROTECTIVE RUNNER
◗  Heavy gauge clear vinyl Floor mat which protects carpet from damage and beauty shows through.
◗  Pointed grippers are featured on the back to keep runner in place.
◗  Available in three different sizes.
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